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A Treatise on the Law of Taxation, Including the Law of Local Assessments 2003

cooley thomas m a treatise on the law of taxation including the law of local assessments chicago callaghan and
company 1886 lxxxviii 991 pp reprinted 2003 by the lawbook exchange ltd lccn 2003054550 isbn 1 58477 382 0 cloth 150
reprint of the uncommon first edition of the bible on tax law contents include taxes their nature and kinds the
nature of the power to tax curing defects in tax proceedings official action in matters of taxation the construction
of tax laws the sale of lands for upaid taxes taxation by special assessment the remedies of the state against
collectors of taxes local taxation under legislative compulsion enforcing official duty under the tax laws the
remedies for illegal and unjust taxation and more marke a catalogue of the law collection at new york university 1953
834 cite to later ed cooley was esteemed as the author of the legal classics a treatise on constitutional limitations
1868 and general principles of constitutional law in the united states 1880

Studies in the History of Tax Law, Volume 6 2014-07-18

these are the papers from the 2012 cambridge tax law history conference revised and reviewed for publication the
papers include new studies of income tax law rewrite projects 1914 1956 law and administration in capital allowances
1878 1950 the full amount in income tax legislation sir josiah stamp and double income tax early german income tax
treaties and laws concerned with double tax avoidance 1869 1908 the policy of the medicine stamp duty danegeld from
danish tribute to english land tax religion and charity a historical perspective plaintive glitterati a collision of
accounting and law dividends from pre 1914 profits in australia the history and development of the taxation
profession in the uk and australia an inquiry into dutch to british colonial malacca 1824 1839 the taxation history
of china taxing bachelors in america 1895 1939 dutch tax reform under napoleon and the last decade of estate duty the
publisher and authors have dedicated this volume to the memory of john tiley emeritus professor of the law of
taxation at the university of cambridge who died as it was going to press the cambridge history of tax conferences
were his idea and he was responsible for their planning he also edited all six volumes in the series

International Law of Taxation 2021

in this fresh objective and non argumentative volume in the elements of international law series peter hongler
combines a comprehensive overview of the technical content of the international tax law regime with an assessment of
its crucial relationship to wider international law beginning with an assessment of legal principles and foundations
the book considers key general principles treaty based regimes and regional integration in tax matters in the second
half of the work hongler places international tax law in the context of its wider relationships with human rights law
and trade and investment law he concludes by considering major legal successes and failures and what might be done to
address these

Philosophical Foundations of Tax Law 2017

tax law changes at a startling rate not only does societal change bring with it demands for change in the tax system
but changes in the political climate will force change as will many other competing pressures with this pace of
change it is easy to focus on the practical and forget the core underpinnings of the tax system and their
philosophical justifications taking a pause to remind ourselves of those principles and how they can operate in the
modern tax system is crucial to ensuring that the tax system does not diverge too far from what it should be or could



be it is essential to understand the answers to some of the seemingly basic questions that surround tax before we can
even begin to think about what a tax system should look like this collection brings together major themes and
difficult questions in the philosophical foundations of tax law the chapters consider practical issues such as
justification enforcement design and mechanics and provide a full and coherent analysis of the basis for tax law
philosophical foundations of tax law allows the reader to consider how tax systems should move forward in the modern
world with a sound philosophical basis to provide the practical tax system that the state requires and citizens
deserve

Studies in the History of Tax Law, Volume 8 2017-08-10

these are the papers from the 8th cambridge tax law history conference held in july 2016 in the usual manner these
papers have been selected from an oversupply of proposals for their interest and relevance and scrutinised and edited
to the highest standard for inclusion in this prestigious series the papers fall within five basic themes two papers
focus on tax theory one on john locke and another on the impact of english tax literature in the netherlands in the
nineteenth century five deal with the history of uk specific interpretational issues in varying contexts an ancient
exemption insurance companies special contribution the profits tax gaar and capital gains tax two more papers
consider aspects of hmrc operations another three focus on facets of international taxation including treaties
between the uk and european countries treaties between the uk and developing countries and the un model tax treaties
of 1928 the book also incorporates a range of interesting topics from other countries including the introduction of
income tax in ireland and in chile post war income taxation in australia early interpretation of income in new
zealand and a discussion of some early indirect taxes in india and china

International Tax Law 2012-07-01

with a century of solid theory behind it tax law confronts a new reality the weakening of the tenacious link between
the sovereignty of states and taxation yet it is to the continuity of certain themes and principles inherent in the
various national tax systems that tax law scholarship continues to look even as it develops new principles designed
to meet the expanding processes of internationalization this completely updated collection of essays offers an expert
comparative analysis conducted by a sample of the best international tax law scholars of the fundamental theory of
tax law and of the prospects in the near future of tax legislative systems the emphasis falls naturally on tax theory
jurisprudence and legislative development in the member states of the european union particularly in italy germany
and spain where the process of tax harmonization has been under way for many years the effect of these processes via
the relevant tax treaties on the tax systems of japan and the united states provides a secondary emphasis
practitioners and academics in tax law will find in this book an invaluable understanding of the challenges that tax
law theory strives to meet at this crucial moment in economic history the essays present a full and reliable
exposition of the current theoretical approaches adopted by the various schools of thought in the field as well as of
the main contributions of jurisprudence

The Public International Law of Taxation 2019-05-22

the phenomenal internationalization of taxation occurring in recent years has called for a second edition of this
classic handbook even though a quarter of a century has passed the farsighted first edition has remained in constant
use worldwide and has even grown in importance now it has been thoroughly updated by the author who has brought his
piercing insight to bear on the current world of international tax law while retaining the book s practical format



structure of primary materials and detailed commentary emphasizing the need for an international consciousness in
relation to issues of taxation professor qureshi focuses extensively on the problems associated with fiscal
jurisdiction international constraints in domestic taxation double taxation and tax evasion and avoidance in
particular the following are covered treaty law with specific reference to taxation fiscal aspects of international
monetary investment and trade law enforcement of international tax claims exchange of information assistance in
recovery of tax claims mechanisms for the resolution of international tax disputes base erosion and profit shifting
in the framework of public international law and contribution of international institutions to fiscal capacity
development assimilating in one source the basic materials in public international law germane to taxation including
cases texts of international agreements discourse in secondary sources and incisive commentary all updated to the
present this new edition of the most authoritative and important book in its field will be of immeasurable value to
tax practitioners worldwide national taxation authorities international institutions and the international tax
community more generally

Global Perspectives on Income Taxation Law 2010-12-01

in global perspectives on income taxation law reuven avi yonah nicola sartori and omri marian cover basic corporate
and international tax law from a comparative perspective the book both supplements readings in us tax law courses and
serves as a textbook for a comparative tax law class the book starts with a theoretical analysis of the field of
comparative tax law it then follows the usual order of topics covered in a basic tax course as taught in most u s law
schools and for each topic the authors highlight possible alternatives or policy choices the authors frequently
consider the u s approach as a benchmark comparing it with approaches used in other countries which form an
interesting contrast or a telling similarity they consider the multiple purposes of studying comparative tax law
helping to advance successful tax reforms cultural understanding political values legal harmonization and a better
understanding of domestic tax laws

Studies in the History of Tax Law, Volume 2 2007-01-29

this work contains the full text of the papers presented at the second tax law history conference in july 2004 the
conference was organised by the cambridge law faculty s centre for tax law the papers range widely in terms of period
from the old testament to the twentieth century and geographical areas with papers on matters relating to not only
the united kingdom but also canada australia and the us the matters discussed are also broad and include the concept
of taxation developed by adam smith and his fellow united kingdom writers of the enlightenment problems of
adjudication in tax law and of access to justice for taxpayers definitions of income and its uk subset total income
capital gains tax stamp duty on newspapers the wartime excess profits tax the nature of tithes the strange tale of
jasper moore the real nature of the decision in the duke of westminster case the demise of wealth transfer taxes in
canada the nature of the us corporate tax and debates in the us about whether to raise war finance by issuing bonds
or levying tax as a whole the papers illustrate not only the wide variety but also the real depth of the issues
waiting to be investigated in this rapidly growing field of scholarship

Studies in the History of Tax Law, Volume 1 2004-05-01

this work contains the full text of the papers given at the first tax law history conference in cambridge in
september 2002 and organised by the cambridge law facultys centre for tax law the papers ranged widely from the time
of king john to the 20th century from tudor englands statute of wills to the american taxes on slaves from hong kong



australia and israel the sources ranged from the public record office to the bowels of somerset house the topics
ranged from the tax base through tax administration to tax policy making as well as providing detailed accounts of
the uks remittance basis of taxation and the excess profits duty of the first world war all students of tax law and
tax history will want to read these papers by an international team of leading scholars in tax law and history

Comparative Tax Law 2016-04-20

although the details of tax law are literally endless differing not only from jurisdiction to jurisdiction but also
from day to day structures and patterns exist across tax systems that can be understood with relative ease this book
now in an updated new edition focuses on these essential patterns it provides an immensely useful introduction to the
core common knowledge that any well informed tax lawyer or policy maker should have about comparative tax law in our
times the busy reader will welcome the compact nature of this work which is shorter than the first edition and can be
read in a weekend if one skips footnotes the authors elucidate the commonalities and differences across countries in
areas including much of the detail new to the second edition general anti avoidance rules court decisions striking
down tax laws as violating constitutional rules against retroactivity unequal treatment of equals confiscation and
undue vagueness statutory interpretation inflation adjustment rules and the allowance for corporate equity value
added tax systems concepts such as tax capital gain tax avoidance and partnership corporate shareholder tax systems
the relationship between tax and financial accounting taxation of investment income tax authorities ability to obtain
and process information about taxpayers and systems of appeals from tax assessments the information and analysis pull
together valuable material which is scattered over a disparate literature much of it not available in english
especially considering the dynamic nature of tax law whose rate of change exceeds that of any other field of law the
authors clear identification of the underlying patterns and fundamental structures that all tax systems have in
common as well as where the differences lie guides the reader and offers resources for further research

Comparative Tax Law 2016-09-06

although the details of tax law are literally endless differing not only from jurisdiction to jurisdiction but also
from day to day structures and patterns exist across tax systems that can be understood with relative ease this book
now in an updated new edition focuses on these essential patterns it provides an immensely useful introduction to the
core common knowledge that any well informed tax lawyer or policy maker should have about comparative tax law in our
times the busy reader will welcome the compact nature of this work which is shorter than the first edition and can be
read in a weekend if one skips footnotes the authors elucidate the commonalities and differences across countries in
areas including much of the detail new to the second edition general anti avoidance rules court decisions striking
down tax laws as violating constitutional rules against retroactivity unequal treatment of equals confiscation and
undue vagueness statutory interpretation inflation adjustment rules and the allowance for corporate equity value
added tax systems concepts such as tax capital gain tax avoidance and partnership corporate shareholder tax systems
the relationship between tax and financial accounting taxation of investment income tax authorities ability to obtain
and process information about taxpayers and systems of appeals from tax assessments the information and analysis pull
together valuable material which is scattered over a disparate literature much of it not available in english
especially considering the dynamic nature of tax law whose rate of change exceeds that of any other field of law the
authors clear identification of the underlying patterns and fundamental structures that all tax systems have in
common as well as where the differences lie guides the reader and offers resources for further research



Studies in the History of Tax Law, Volume 9 2019-09-19

these are the papers from the ninth cambridge tax law history conference held in july 2018 in the usual manner these
papers have been selected from an oversupply of proposals for their interest and relevance and scrutinised and edited
to the highest standard for inclusion in this prestigious series the papers fall within five basic themes four papers
focus on tax theory bentham social contract and tax governance schumpeter s thunder of history and the resurgence of
the benefits theory three involve the history of uk specific interpretational issues management expenses anti
avoidance jurisprudence and identification of professionals a further three concern specific forms of uk tax on road
travel land and capital gains one paper considers the formation of hmrc and another explains aspects of nineteenth
century taxation by reference to jane austen characters four consider aspects of international taxation development
of eu corporate tax policy history of dutch tax planning the important 1942 canada us tax treaty and the 1928 un
model tax treaties on tax evasion also included are papers on the effects of wwi on new zealand income tax and
development of anti tax avoidance rules in china

Studies in the History of Tax Law 1998-06-25

a comprehensive guide to income tax legislation this book is the second of two volumes dealing with tax legislation
from a comparative law perspective distilled from the imf legal department s extensive experience the book covers a
wide range of issues in both domestic and international taxation it also includes the most extensive bibliography
currently available of the national tax laws of imf member countries

Tax Law Design and Drafting, Volume 2 2012-09-19

wide coverage the book covers the major areas of hong kong taxation property tax salaries tax profits tax personal
assessment and stamp duty it explains the principles and practice of taxation law with relevant tax cases board of
review decisions and contains numerous practical examples the current edition includes the 201112 budget changes and
the latest developments in taxation included in the chapter which examines international tax issues is a new section
on hong kong taxation issues for mainland investors into hong kong distinguished authorship originally written by
david flux the book is updated annually by experienced tax professionals of kpmg an international network of member
firms offering audit tax and advisory services conciseness the text is written in a clear and concise manner
technical jargon is kept to a minimum quick and easy reference court cases board of review decisions and relevant
sections of the inland revenue ordinance inland revenue rule and stamp duty ordinance are indexed for quick and easy
reference

Hong Kong Taxation 2013

this book brings together a landmark collection of essays on tax law and policy to celebrate the legacy of professor
judith freedman it focuses on the four areas of taxation scholarship to which she made her most notable contributions
taxation of smes and individuals tax avoidance tax administration and taxpayers rights and procedures professor
freedman has been a major driving force behind the development of tax law and policy scholarship not only in the uk
but worldwide the strength and diversity of the contributors to this book highlight the breadth of professor freedman
s impact within tax scholarship the list encompasses some of the most renowned taxation experts worldwide they
include lawyers economists academics and practitioners from britain canada portugal australia germany italy malta



ireland and ukraine

Tax Law 2020-10-15

few aspects of revenue law generate stronger feelings than the exercise of discretionary power by tax administrations
a delicate balance often needs to be struck between the legitimate needs of revenue authorities and the equally
legitimate interests and rights of taxpayers on the one hand the executive and administration need to have sufficient
capacity to apply the law on the other there is a need to maintain the principle of the rule of law that it is the
elected legislature and not the executive or tax administration that establishes tax burdens the chapters in this
volume explore that delicate balance the delicate balance tax discretion and the rule of law considers the critical
questions that arise from the intersections of tax discretion and the rule of law in modern common and civil law
jurisdictions what do we mean by tax discretion and how does it vary in conceptual and practical terms in different
tax regimes what role should discretion play in tax systems that operate under the rule of law and how large should
that role be what are the legal political institutional and other constraints that can prevent abuse of discretion to
what extent can and should the legislature safely delegate discretionary powers to tax administrations

The Dynamics of Taxation 2011

explains the principles underlying the major taxes and offers an insight into how tax law has developed and is
applied this new edition ignores the detailed and frequently changing provisions found in practitioner texts aiming
to make the principles and

The Delicate Balance 1996

about the taxation law accounts a y 2020 21 book largest selling book since 1964 and over the last 56 years of its
existence the book has established a reputation for itself as the most definitive work on the subject of income tax
incorporating the provisions of the finance act 2019 the finance no 2 act 2019 the taxation laws amendment act 2019
and the finance act 2020 as applicable to assessment year 2020 21 provisions of the taxation and other laws
relaxation of certain provisions ordinance 2020 dated 31 3 2020 have been incorporated in the book a simplified
systematic approach to the understanding of a complex subject written in a unique simple and easy to understand
language each topic after a theoretical exposition is followed by illustrations to facilitate the students to master
the practical application of income tax law user friendly examination oriented style facilitating easy comprehension
of each topic solved illustrations and questions for exercise are largest in number in comparison to other books on
income tax unsurpassed for over 56 years the book is trusted and relied upon for accuracy and reliability mistakeless
printing on paper of superior quality at moderate price questions from latest examination papers of various
universities have been included in the revised edition of the book at the end of each chapter short answer objective
type and short numerical questions have been added with answers

Principles of Tax Law 2020-07-01

these are the papers from the 2012 cambridge tax law history conference revised and reviewed for publication the
papers include new studies of income tax law rewrite projects 1914 1956 law and administration in capital allowances
1878 1950 the full amount in income tax legislation sir josiah stamp and double income tax early german income tax



treaties and laws concerned with double tax avoidance 1869 1908 the policy of the medicine stamp duty danegeld from
danish tribute to english land tax religion and charity a historical perspective plaintive glitterati a collision of
accounting and law dividends from pre 1914 profits in australia the history and development of the taxation
profession in the uk and australia an inquiry into dutch to british colonial malacca 1824 1839 the taxation history
of china taxing bachelors in america 1895 1939 dutch tax reform under napoleon and the last decade of estate duty the
publisher and authors have dedicated this volume to the memory of john tiley emeritus professor of the law of
taxation at the university of cambridge who died as it was going to press the cambridge history of tax conferences
were his idea and he was responsible for their planning he also edited all six volumes in the series

Taxation Law & Accounts A.Y 2020-21 2013-07-31

justifying taxes offers readers some of the elements of a democratic tax law considered within its political and
philosophical context in order to determine the extent of legitimate tax obligations the objective is to revisit some
of the issues in the dogmatics of tax law from the viewpoint of a critical citizen always ready to ask questions
about the justification underlying her obligations and especially about her paramount burden viz the payment of
certain amounts of money within this purview special attention is paid to the general principles of taxation the
argument is complemented by a detailed reconstruction of constitutional reasoning in tax matters close attention
being paid to the jurisprudence of the spanish tribunal constitucional readership legal scholars political scientists
and philosophers especially recommended to graduate and undergraduate students of tax law constitutional law
jurisprudence philosophy of law and political theory

Studies in the History of Tax Law 2013-03-14

the book covers the major areas of hong kong taxation profits tax salaries tax property tax personal assessment and
stamp duty it also includes a chapter giving a general overview of international tax issues and in how it pertains to
hong kong this issue also contains general observations on the final reports issues in 2015 on the g20 and oecd base
erosion and profit shifting beps project the book explains the principles and practice of hong kong taxation law with
relevant court and board of review decisions and contains numerous practical examples the current edition includes
legislative changes to 30 june 2016 the latest developments in hong kong taxation including the introduction of a
corporate treasury centre regime and the ongoing implementation of the global standard of automatic exchange of
information and other tax transparency initiatives a new chapter has also been included that examines the taxation of
special entities such as partnerships ayesha macpherson lau is the partner in charge of tax services hong kong sar
kpmg china justin pearce is a senior tax advisor with kpmg

Justifying Taxes 2016-10-15

this work contains the full text of the papers given at the first tax law history conference in cambridge in
september 2002 and organised by the cambridge law facultys centre for tax law the papers ranged widely from the time
of king john to the 20th century from tudor englands statute of wills to the american taxes on slaves from hong kong
australia and israel the sources ranged from the public record office to the bowels of somerset house the topics
ranged from the tax base through tax administration to tax policy making as well as providing detailed accounts of
the uks remittance basis of taxation and the excess profits duty of the first world war all students of tax law and
tax history will want to read these papers by an international team of leading scholars in tax law and history
bloomsbury publishing



Hong Kong Taxation 2004

this volume presents a new approach to today s tax controversies reflecting that debates about taxation often turn on
the differing worldviews of the debate participants for instance a central tension in academic tax literature which
is filtering into everyday discussions of tax law exists between mainstream and critical tax theorists this tension
results from a clash of perspectives is taxation primarily a matter of social science or of social justice should tax
policy debates be grounded in economics or in critical race feminist queer and other outsider perspectives to capture
and interrogate what often seems like a chasm between the different sides of tax debates this collection comprises a
series of pairs of essays each pair approaches a single area of controversy from two different perspectives with one
essay usually taking a mainstream perspective and the other a critical perspective in writing their contributions the
authors read and incorporated reactions to each other s essays and paid specific attention to the influence of
perspective on both the area of controversy and their contribution to the debate with contributions from leading
mainstream and critical tax scholars this volume takes the first step toward bridging the gap between these differing
perspectives on tax law and policy

Studies in the History of Tax Law 2016-03-03

this revenue textbook seeks to make tax law understandable by demystifying the jargon and should be useful to
undergraduates teachers of tax law and practitioners needing a simple guide to the subject it concentrates on
explaining the various principles underlying the major taxes as well as offering an insight into how tax law has
developed and is applied

Controversies in Tax Law 2000

the last several years have seen fundamental changes to the uk tax system nearly the entirety of the uk corporation
tax and international tax rules have been rewritten by three new statutes the corporation tax acts 2009 and 2010 and
the taxation international and other provisions act 2010 the uk has also implemented major new policies affecting the
taxation of pensions charities savings vehicles non doms and the foreign profits of uk companies in addition european
union law and especially the case law of the court of justice of the european union has had an increasingly important
impact on uk corporation tax and international tax law in particular this new book on advanced topics in uk tax law
is derived from material previously found in john tiley s major text on revenue law that has been expanded and
comprehensively updated to take account of these developments the book deals with corporation tax international and
european tax savings and charities in a manageable and portable volume for law students and practitioners it
complements the material on uk income tax capital gains tax and inheritance tax found in revenue law 7th edition
unlike other tax law books this text explains the new rules found in cta 2009 cta 2010 and tiopa 2010 in light of its
legislative predecessors the book contains extensive references to the new legislation and also to the former
enactments in icta 1988 and elsewhere those familiar with the old law but wanting to find their way round the new
will find this work particularly valuable the book is designed for law students taking advanced tax courses in the
final year of their law degree course and for graduate students but is intended to be of interest to all who enjoy
tax law its purpose is not only to provide an account of the rules but to include citation of the relevant literature
from legal periodicals and some discussion of or reference to the background material in terms of policy history or
other countries tax systems



Davies Principles of Tax Law 2013-01-07

this book deals comparatively with tax law interpretation in economies engaged in cross border investment at a global
level authors from eleven jurisdictions provide detailed analysis and commentary on various tax law topics and issues
such as methods of tax law interpretation how the judiciary is organized as regards tax law the role if any of the
central goverment s high court in providing precedent and guidelines for interpretation external sources a court can
consider when interpreting legislation constitutional restrictions on interpretation of legislation prevalence of the
general anti avoidance rule gaar transplanted categories an undefined term is clarified through the meaning of that
same term in another law the concept of ordinary income the concept of capital expenses interpretation of tax
treaties and interrelation of judicial interpretation and administrative interpretation

Advanced Topics in Revenue Law 2014

this book considers the implications for the domestic and international tax systems of the growth of e commerce it
covers a wide variety of activities from discussion of the principles governing direct and indirect taxation to
explanation of the implementation and use of e commerce on the part of businesses as well as the application of
existing tax principles in this field

Legal Interpretation of Tax Law 2007

this book is meant as an introduction to polish tax law for english speaking readers and presents basic mechanisms
specific for the tax law the book is divided into three parts the first one being of a general character dealing with
the concept of tax sources of tax law and tax law application the second part focuses on procedural and institutional
matters of tax law including tax authorities competence tax liability assessment and payment tax audit and
proceedings the third part covers the material tax law and deals with personal and corporate income tax vat excise
and gambling duties real estate and other local taxes

Global Perspectives on E-Commerce Taxation Law 2011

these are the papers from the 2010 tax law history conference the papers reflect an even wider range of topics
including problems in defining and taxing companies from 1799 to 1965 the window tax from a public health perspective
the development of the tax profession montesquieu and era seligman taxing charities in australia charitable purposes
exemption from income tax pitt to pemsel 1798 1891 and australian perspectives on avoiding evasion turning to
international tax there are essays on the history of the international taxation of income from enterprise services
the negotiation and drafting of the 1967 united kingdom australia taxation treaty and on art 7 3 of the oecd model
treaty bloomsbury publishing

Białystok Law Books 3 Introduction To Polish Tax Law 2012

eucotax european unviersities cooperating on taxes is a network of tax institutes currently consisting of eleven
universities wu vienna university of economics and business in austria katholieke universiteit leuven in belgium
corvinus university of budapest hungary universite paris i pantheon sorbonne in france universitat osnabruck in
germany libera universita internazionale di studi sociali in rome and universita degli studi di bologna for the



research part in italy fiscaal instituut tilburg at tilburg university in the netherlands universidad de barcelona in
spain uppsala university in sweden queen mary and westfield college at the university of london in the united kingdom
and georgetown university in washington dc united states of america this network aims at initiating and coordinating
both comparative education in taxation through the organisation of activities such as winter courses and guest
lectures and comparative research in the field by means of joint research projects international conferences and
exchange of researchers between various countries european union law barely deals with procedural questions even
though they are essential for proper implementation of european union law the european court of justice has developed
procedural principles in its rulings which also affect proceedings before national authorities this is due to the
fact that the principle of procedural autonomy of the member states finds its limits where european union law might
be infringed therefore domestic procedural principles and rules of the eu countries need to be interpreted in the
context of european union law requirements this timely work seeks to identify the differences between the domestic
procedural rules and principles of an array of eu and non eu countries and analyse them in the context of european
union law requirements specific attention is paid to the impact of state aid rules on procedural law in tax matters
on constitutional law requirements as well as tax treaty law issues since customs law is already harmonized in the
form of the community customs code it serves as a starting point to examine the extent to which harmonized procedural
law is possible harmonized procedural law is also discussed in the context of a possible future common consolidated
corporate tax base as well as an eu tax levied at the european union level

Studies in the History of Tax Law 2010-01-01

principles of taxation law 2016 taxation law can be an incredibly complex subject to absorb particularly when time is
limited written specifically for students principles of taxation law 2016 brings much needed clarity to this area of
law utilising many methods to make this often daunting subject achievable particular features of the 2016 edition
include seven parts overview and structure principles of income deductions and offsets timing issues investment and
business entities tax avoidance and administration and indirect taxes clearly structured chapters within those parts
grou

Procedural Rules in Tax Law in the Context of European Union and Domestic Law
2016

an in depth analysis of the specific aspects of justice equality and tax law justice equality and tax law is a topic
that is both old and new at the same time even if the society changes the demands that tax needs to be just and equal
seem to be immutable what changes of course is the perception of the content of those demands international taxation
post beps has been fraught with new challenges that warranted urgent responses these challenges were mainly provoked
by the unprecedented rise of the digital economy which truly marked a change in the way business is conducted how
value is created and how goods and services are produced and consumed digitalization in turn had repercussions on all
aspects of taxation direct taxation indirect taxation and even tax procedures for instance the quest for more justice
and equality in profit taxes was the reason why in october 2021 a historical deal based on a two pillar solution to
address the tax challenges arising from the digitalization of the economy was negotiated within the oecd g20
inclusive framework on base erosion and profit shifting and agreed upon by 137 member countries it was also the
motive behind the shift from a typical vendor collection model to an intermediary collection model supported by
centralized registration points in indirect taxes notably the vat gst abundant data from the european union or the
oecd signalized an ever increasing gap between expected vat revenues and vat actually collected making it obvious
that the classical system of vat gst collection was unable to respond to challenges posed by the digital economy



therefore new solutions based on the participation of digital platforms as intermediaries had been introduced finally
new technologies such as blockchain paved new avenues in enhancing tax compliance in this context this volume
entitled justice equality and tax law contains not only a selection of the best master s theses of the full time ll m
programme in 2021 2022 but also represents an in depth analysis of various aspects of this evergreen topic

Principles of Taxation Law 2016 2022-10-05

this book is the first academic contribution that deals with international taxation of income sources from sporting
events using an interdisciplinary approach with in depth analysis of both sports law and international tax law it is
notably the first academic work to conduct a thorough analysis in the fields of international taxation of esports
sports betting as well as illegal unlawful income sources that may be obtained in relation to a sporting event like
kickback payments after describing the general methodologies of income tax and vat from an international standpoint
defining key terms such as esports and bidding procedure the book examines in details the taxation of the services
that are rendered and the goods that are sold thereby the income obtained in relation to an international sports
event from both an income tax and a vat perspective are also analysed government funding in the sports sector along
with its taxation modalities as well as specific tax exemption regulations enacted for the purposes of mega sporting
events highlighting the absence of an acceptable level of certainty in the field of taxation of international sports
events the work makes pertinent suggestions as to the future of international sporting event taxation law with
international appeal this comprehensive book constitutes essential reading for any tax and sports law scholars

Justice, Equality and Tax Law 2020-07-28

foundations of new zealand taxation law provides a clear and concise introduction to the policy principles and
practice underpinning new zealand s complex taxation system the 2018 edition has been completely revised and updated
for new developments in income tax and gst law and includes a new chapter entitled the capital revenue distinction
written by a team of academics and industry experts the text provides a framework for students and new practitioners
who need a succinct and easy to read explanation and analysis of tax law user friendly examples diagrams and tables
are included throughout the book to clarify the law and assist the reader in understanding key principles publisher
information

International Taxation Law in Sporting Events 2020

the book contains 27 essays covering a wide range of tax areas mainly international and comparative tax law written
by various authors as a tribute to professor leif mutén on the occasion of his 70th birthday

Foundations of New Zealand Taxation Law 2020 1999

taxation law can be an incredibly complex subject to absorb particularly when time is limited written specifically
for students principles of taxation law 2011 brings much needed clarity to this area of law back cover



International Studies in Taxation 2011

Principles of Taxation Law 2011 2011

International Tax Law
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